Visual Solutions

Creating a cultural splash in Hull
QED utilises Panasonic high brightness laser projectors to
deliver a spectacular architectural projection mapping event at
The Deep in Hull, which was also used as a live TV broadcast
backdrop for the announcement of the winner of the UK City of
Culture 2021.
Client - QED
Location - Hull, UK
Products Supplied - PT-RZ31K, PT-RZ21K
Challenge
How to create a visually stunning, high
profile projection across such a large
and varied canvas, when space and
power are at a premium.

Solution
Utilising Panasonic laser projection
provided the required brightness, giving
QED the confidence to avoid hot backups and to create a 17 projector blend
with limited space and power.

"Panasonic is leading the way
in laser-phosphor projection."

Paul Wigfield, Director, QED
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Floe, a stunning bespoke projection piece,
was created by acclaimed UK artists
Heinrich and Palmer, and ran for three
nights in December 2017.
Floe (virtually) remodelled the architecture
and façade of The Deep and was the final
commission in Hull 2017's Look Up
programme of artworks in the public
realm.
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projectors."
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delivery of the PTRZ21Ks a few days
prior to the start of
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complete
confidence in
them."

One of the biggest challenges for Floe at
the Deep was the multitude of different
textures on the surface of the building and
the surrounding area. A large reflective
metal strip across the centre, white
concrete, dark concrete, seaweed, algae,
rusty corrugated iron, glass and tiles that
all needed to accommodated and balanced
for brightness and contrast.
"It was in many senses a classic projection
mapping project, using traditional
perspective and trompe l'oeil effects, but
also by incorporating 4K video footage
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based projection technology this would
simply have been unthinkable. For sure,

"Panasonic is leading the way in laserphosphor projection. The projectors are
now so reliable that in the appropriate

Anna Heinrich and Leon Palmer are two
UK based artists who have worked in

circumstances it is perfectly reasonable to
consider not having hot back-ups."

collaboration since 1991.
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"The projectors are
now so reliable
that in the
appropriate
circumstances it is
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reasonable to
consider not having
hot back-ups."
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laser is the future."

